Shuttle Route & Directions to Vanderbilt Resuscitation Program from VUH

Memorial Gymnasium
West Side Bottom Floor
(Football Stadium side of the Gym)

Exit the shuttle and round the corner of Kensington Garage. Walk up the hill past the rock building (Parmer Field House) and look for our sign straight ahead on the side of Memorial Gym.

Board the PURPLE shuttle at the MCN shuttle stop. Departure times are every 15 minutes at 01, 16, 31, & 46 minutes past each hour. Be prepared to exit at the FIRST STOP (a 2-3 minute ride).

If you board at the Vanderbilt Children’s Hospital stop, departures are at 08, 24, 39, & 54 past each hour. The first stop will be at MCN and then our stop is SECOND (an 8-10 min. ride).